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Abstract With the development of generative adversarial networks, synthesizing images
from text descriptions has become an active research area. However, text descriptions used for
image generation are often in English, and the generated objects are mostly faces, flowers, birds,
etc. Few studies have been conducted on the generation of Chinese paintings with Chinese
descriptions. The text-to-image task often requires a large number of labeled image–text pairs,
which is expensive and boring. The advance of vision-language pre-training enables an image
generation process guided by an optimized way, which significantly reduces the demand for
annotated datasets and computational resources. In this paper, a multi-domain VQGAN model
is proposed to generate Chinese paintings in multiple domains. Further, a vision-language
pre-training model WenLan is used to calculate the distance loss between the generated images
and the text descriptions. The semantic consistency between images and text is achieved by
optimizing the hidden space variables as the input of multi-domain VQGAN. An ablation study
is conducted to compare different variants of our multi-domain VQGAN in terms of the FID

and R-precision metrics. We also conduct a user study to further show the effectiveness of our
proposed model. The extensive results demonstrate that our proposed multi-domain VQGAN
model outperforms all the competitors in terms of image quality and text-image semantic
consistency.
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When we hear or read a story, corresponding pictures come to our minds involuntarily. It is
so natural for human beings to combine the visual world with the linguistic world that we are often
ignorant of this complex process. The mental faculty of conceiving human vision plays a pivotal
role in the cognition process, such as memory, spatial imagination, and inference[1]. Inspired
by the ways to visualize scenes described as text, the system that can grasp the relationships
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between vision and language and generate quality pictures corresponding to text descriptions is
a milestone during the development of artificial intelligence.

There are many text-to-image models based on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), and their
major differences are in the ways to represent the semantic space of text and images, as well as
the models or methods used to connect the semantic space of the two. Methods in the early stage,
such as StackGAN[2], DMGAN[3], and AttnGAN[4], attempted to train a convolutional generator
and directly predicted the pixels of images from the eigenvectors of a given text. However, these
models had poor generalization ability and demonstrated poor performance in image quality and
text–image matching when applied to generate common images.

Recently, DALL-E[5] and CogView[6] have reported good performance in the text-to-image
field. To enable the representation of images like natural language, both adopt Transformer[7]

and use vector quantification models similar to the Vector Quantized-Variational AutoEncoder
(VQVAE)[8] and Vector Quantization Generative Adversarial Network (VQGAN)[9] for discrete
representation of eigenvectors in the latent space of images. After that, they splice the repre-
sentations of latent-space features of text and images and input them into Transformer to train
the cross-modal text and image data in a unified framework. Despite the good generation effect,
such large-scale models require hundreds of millions of pairs of text and image data for training,
and the construction cost of such datasets is high.

The current text-to-image models mostly target a specific domain (human faces, flowers,
birds, etc.) and can hardly generate images from multiple domains with just one model.
In addition, the text used in image generation is mostly in English, and few studies focus
on Chinese and Chinese paintings. Considering the above problems, a multi-domain Chinese
painting generation method based on the vision-language pre-training model WenLan of Chinese
and the generative model VQGAN is proposed. This method can use little data without text
annotations to generate Chinese landscape paintings from Chinese poetry according to different
domains. The overall framework of the proposed model is shown in Figure 1, which involves
two stages of generation. In the first stage, the network structure of multi-domain VQGAN is
designed, which can receive the image input from multiple domains simultaneously and generate
images from different domains. In the second stage, the encoder of the trained multi-domain
VQGAN is removed, and random noise is utilized to generate images as the input of WenLan.

Multi-domain 
VQGAN

WenLanThe Yellow River fades 
way up into white clouds

Stage I:

Stage II:

Random
 feature map

Intermediate image

Final images

Training dataset Generated images

Multi-domain 
VQGAN

Figure 1 Framework of text-to-Chinese painting model based on multi-domain VQGAN
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Then, WenLan encodes text and images and extracts their features, and these features undergo
similarity calculation to lead to the loss function. The random noise is constantly updated to
make the generated images closer to the text descriptions.

The major contributions of this work are as follows. (1) A multi-domain text-to-image
model is proposed, which is capable of generating images from multiple domains. In addition,
the training progress does not require datasets with text annotations, which avoids the problem
that large-scale labeled text and image pairs are difficult to acquire. (2) The proposed model
takes Chinese descriptions as the text input and can generate high-resolution Chinese paintings
using ancient Chinese poetry.

Section 1 introduces the methods and research status of text-to-image models, and Section 2
specifies the required basic knowledge, including code dictionaries, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), and multi-modal pretraining models. Sections 3 and 4 present the built
model for generating multi-domain Chinese paintings based on multi-domain VQGAN and
WenLan. Section 5 compares the images generated by the proposed model and the latest model
by the ablation experiment and user investigation experiment to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed model. Finally, a summary is given.

1 Related Work
1.1 Text-to-image generation

The text-to-image methods could date back to the early stage of deep generative models.
At that time, Mansimov et al. added text into DRAW[12]. After that, due to the outstanding
performance of GANs in image synthesis technology[13], methods based on GANs began to
dominate text-to-image tasks.

In 2016, Reed et al.[14] attempted to apply GANs to text-to-image tasks for the first time. In
their model, text is input into the generator as conditions to constrain the generation of images.
The discriminator needs to discriminate two situations, namely real data and a mismatch between
generated images and text descriptions. Eventually, images with a resolution of 64×64 can be
generated. To upgrade the quality of the generated images, Reed et al. proposed the GAWWN[15]

model in the same year. On the basis of their previous model, this model uses specified key
points to restrain the parts with different objects in an image and thus make the text correspond
to image details. In the end, images with a resolution of 128×128 can be obtained. Hu
et al.[16] put forward a text-to-image network based on single-stage GANs. In this model, the
channel-pixel attention module is added to the generator, and the global text representation
and local word embedding techniques are employed to provide fine-grained information for
discrimination, which enables a generator and a discriminator to generate quality images. In
contrast, StackGAN[2] regards the generation process as the refinement process of schematic
diagrams and expands a single generator and discriminator pair in traditional methods to two
pairs of generators and discriminators. The generation process of StackGAN is composed of
two stages. In the first stage, rough images with a resolution of 64×64 are generated under given
random noise vectors and text vectors. In the second stage, the original image and text vectors
are input into the second generator to finally output images with a resolution of 256×256. In
the two stages, each discriminator is trained to discriminate between matched and mismatched
image-text pairs. StackGAN++[17] further improves the system structure through an end-to-end
framework. On the basis of StackGAN, the stack structure is improved to be a tree structure,
and three pairs of generators and discriminators are jointly trained. In addition, the model uses
color consistency regularization to minimize the differences in the average and covariance of
the pixels of different scales. FusedGAN[18] draws upon the idea of simultaneously training
conditional and unconditional distributions, which is comprised of two generators, one for
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conditional image generation and the other for unconditional image generation, and they share
a common latent space. To address the multi-generator problem in one model, HDGAN[19]

proposes an accompanying hierarchically-nested adversarial objective, which regularizes the
generation of low-resolution images at the mid-level to enable the generator to capture complex
image information. During the generation process, each mid-level is nested with a discriminator
to decide whether a generated image is true or false and describe the semantic correlations of text.
Similarly, PPAN[20] only uses one generator with a pyramid framework[21] and three different
discriminators. The generator combines the features with a low resolution and strong semantics
and features with a high resolution and weak semantics through a lateral connection path from
the bottom up. AttnGAN[4], on the basis of StackGAN++, fuses the attention mechanism
into the multi-stage generation process. As the attention mechanism allows the network to
synthesize fine-grained details according to relevant word and global sentence vectors, the
network can better align images and text. MirrorGAN[22], following the idea of “learning text-
to-image generation by redescription”, proposes a text-to-image-to-text architecture. After image
generation, the matching text is reversely generated, and the loss between reversely generated text
and original text is calculated, which enables better learning of the semantic consistency between
generated image and text. DMGAN[3] replaces the attention mechanism in AttnGAN with a
dynamic memory model. In this way, the model can generate more vivid images. CAE-GAN[23]

translates and aligns text information and visual information by a cross-attention encoder to
capture the cross-modal mapping relationship between text and image information for higher
fidelity of generated images and higher matching degrees with input text descriptions.

In addition to the text-to-image models based on GANs, the latest representatives DALL-E[5]

and CogView[6] use the Transformer generation structure. This structure has at least billions
of parameters and requires massive high-quality text-image pairs to pre-train the Transformer.
During pre-training, the models serialize the images by using tokenizer with VQVAE[8] and
splice the serialized text as the input of the Transformer model to generate images. In the final
stage of processing text-to-image tasks, the models sort the generated images with a calculated
Caption Score and select the image with the highest matching degree with the text as the final
result. Despite the good effect, such large-scale models should be trained with hundreds of
millions of text–image pairs, and the construction cost of such datasets is drastically high.
Moreover, the computing resources employed for model training are considerable, which can
hardly be satisfied by general research institutes.

1.2 Optimization-based GAN inversion
For a trained unconditional GAN model, GAN inversion attempts to encode the original

image x into the latent-space representation z∗, and in this way, the image generated by z∗ can
be visually similar to x. GAN inversion is realized mainly in three methods, i.e., learning-based
method, optimization-based method, and a mixture of the two. The optimization-based method
is similar to the method used in this paper, and thus, this section mainly introduces the relevant
contents of this method. Figure 2 shows the general process of this method.

Figure 2 General process of optimization-based GAN inversion
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The existing optimization-based GAN inversion methods generally optimize implicit vectors
to construct the target image, namely,

z∗ = argmin
z

L(G(z), x) (1)

where L is a distance measure function, and G is the pre-trained generator. Three issues should
be tackled by the optimization-based GAN inversion methods, namely, determining ways to
optimize the vector z, ways to solve the local minimum problem, and ways to initialize the
vector z.

In previous work, Creswell et al.[24] chose to optimize the implicit vector z by the gradient
descent method, and in the optimization process, inversion was performed on a batch of image
samples at once. This method can not only offset the impact of batch normalization in the
inversion process but also allow parallel inversion of multiple image samples. The gradient
descent method was also used in Image2StyleGAN[25]. A given image is mapped to the extended
latent space W+ of the pre-trained StyleGAN[26], and the structure of the latent space is further
explained through three basic operations, i.e., linear interpolation, crossover, and addition of
vectors and proportional difference vectors. On this basis, Image2StyleGAN++[27] innovatively
adds noise to improve the embedding quality and generate higher-quality embedded images.
Moreover, it optimizes the embedding first and then the noise to obtain a higher peak signal-to-
noise ratio than that of the simultaneous optimization of the two. Voynov et al.[28] used Jacobian
decomposition to analyze the latent space of the pre-trained GAN model and introduced a
lightweight method that could identify several directions at the same time to reduce the high
cost brought about by the calculation of a large number of Jacobian matrices.

The local minimum problem is generally solved by two types of optimizers: one is gradient-
based, such as ADAM[29] and L-BFGS[30], and the other is gradient-free, such as covariance
matrix adaptation (CMA)[31]. For example, Image2StyleGAN[25] uses the ADAM optimizer,
while Zhu et al.[32] used the L-BFGS scheme in their work. Huh et al.[33] used the default
optimization hyperparameters to test various gradient-free optimization methods, and they found
that CMA and its variant BasinCMA register the best performance during the inversion of images
from challenging data sets to the latent space of StyleGAN.

Since Eq. (1) is usually non-convex, the reconstruction quality usually depends strongly
on the initialization of z. Image2StyleGAN[25] analyzes two initialization methods, namely,
random initialization and the average implicit vector method, and finds that the results obtained
by random initialization are better. However, a large amount of random initialization may
be required for stable reconstruction[34], which makes real-time processing impossible. Some
studies[34, 35] have proposed using encoders to obtain better initialization vectors.

The optimization-based GAN inversion methods and this paper both optimize the vector
or feature map of the latent space to influence the finally generated image. As the iterative
algorithm is used for optimization, there is a certain similarity between the two. It should
be noted that the traditional GAN inversion methods do not introduce text information while
this paper focuses on optimizing the feature map of the latent space through text to obtain the
generated image similar to the text semantics.

2 Basics
2.1 Codebook

Learning the effective representation of images without supervision has always been a key
challenge of machine learning. An autoencoder is a powerful generative model. Its principle
is to encode the data x through the encoder and map it to the vector z in latent space, that is,
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z = encoder(x). After that, the data x is reconstructed into an image from the implicit vector
z in the latent space through a decoder, that is, x′ = decoder(z). When the reconstruction loss
between original image and reconstructed image is small, it can be considered that the network
has learned the effective latent-space representation of the image.

On the basis of the autoencoder, a variational autoencoder[36] adds a constraint to ensure z

satisfies the isotropic Gaussian distribution, which is called a priori distribution. Hence, after
the training of the variational autoencoder, random sampling can be carried out in this a priori
distribution to obtain a random latent-space noise, which is then decoded by a decoder to produce
a random picture. Each dimension of the implicit variable z of the variational autoencoder is a
continuous value.

Oord et al.[8] proposed the VQVAE method to learn the discrete representation of an image
and used a convolutional structure for autoregression modeling of its distribution. VQGAN[9]

introduces adversarial training loss to strengthen the learning of code dictionaries rich in per-
ceptions. Each dimension of the implicit vector z of VQGAN is a discrete integer, which can
make effective use of the latent space. Learning a codebook is the key to the discretization
of z. Assuming that the codebook is composed of K D-dimensional vectors, an H ×W ×D

feature map z′ can be obtained after the image is processed by the decoder. Then, the H ×W

D-dimensional vectors look up the codebook for the vectors with the closest distances for sub-
stitution. In this way, the quantified zq is obtained, which is input into the decoder to generate
an image.

2.2 GAN

Goodfellow et al.[37] first proposed GANs in 2014. The original intention of learning
GANs is to generate data that does not exist in the real world. Compared with the traditional
neural network models, a GAN is a new unsupervised architecture. It includes two independent
networks, namely, generator and discriminator, which serve as the adversarial target of each
other. As shown in Figure 3, the generator G(z) receives the noise randomly sampled from a
priori noise distribution as the input and generates an image xg . The input of the discriminator
is a real picture xr or xg , and its output is the probability that the input picture is a real picture.

Generator DiscriminatorZ

Random noise

Real picture

Generate an image
advL

Figure 3 Structure of GAN

The training process of a GAN can be regarded as the adversarial process of the two
networks. The discriminator is trained to tell whether the input is a real picture or a generated
image, while the generator is trained to capture the real data distribution and generate an image as
real as possible to fool the discriminator. For example, the training process of Goodfellow’s GAN
can be defined as the minimax game process of two networks with regard to the loss function
V (D,G). The training goal of the discriminator is to maximize the allocated possibility of the
correct category while the training goal of the generator is to minimize the probability that the
generated images are judged as false by the discriminator. The loss function is as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (G,D) = Ex∼P data [logD(x|y)] + Ex∼Pz [log(1−D(G(z|y)))] (2)
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2.3 Vision-language pre-training
In recent years, artificial intelligence has made great progress in both computer vision and

natural language processing. Multimodal deep learning that integrates the two has also attracted
more and more attention. The goal of vision-language pre-training is to align data from different
modes and transfer the learned knowledge to various downstream tasks. The vision-language
pre-training model can be divided into two types according to its framework: single tower and
double tower.

The single-tower network treats the input of different modes such as images and text as
the same and fuses them in the same model. Its representatives include UNITER[38], Oscar[39],
M6[40], VisualBERT[41], Unicoder-VL[42], VL-BERT[43], and other models. They use a feature
fusion module (such as Transformer[7]) to obtain the embedding of image–text pairs. Some
single-tower models also use object detectors to detect image regions and match these regions
with the corresponding words. As a representative of the single-tower model, UNITER conducts
joint training of Masked Language Modeling (MLM), Masked Region Modeling (MRM), and
Image-Text Matching (ITM) for 5.6 million image-text pairs to learn the common image-text rep-
resentations. Oscar[39] uses Fast R-CNN[44] to associate the detected object label with the words
in the text. However, the existing single-tower structure usually assumes that there is a strong
semantic correlation between text and image modes, and the cross-modal interaction between
image–text pairs should be simulated in a certain manner. However, this assumption is often
invalid in real scenarios[10]. In addition, the single-tower model requires huge computational
costs at the reasoning stage.

In contrast, the multimodal pre-training model with a double-tower structure processes
the input of different modes separately and then carries out cross-fusion. It uses separate text
and image encoders to encode the text and image before image-text matching. This mode
has higher retrieval efficiency, but due to the lack of deeper image-text interactions, it usually
can only achieve suboptimal performance. In recent work, LigningDot[45] meets this challenge
by redesigning the target detection process, while CLIP[46], ALIGN[47], WenLan 1.0[10], and
WenLan 2.0[11] quit the object detector with a high computational cost and use the cross-modal
comparative learning task for model training.

3 Chinese Painting Generation Based on Multi-domain VQGAN
The vision-language pre-training model has a strong semantic understanding ability of

text and images and can bridge the text and images while the GAN model can generate realistic
images according to random low-dimensional noise. Therefore, this paper combines multimodal
pre-training with the GAN model and uses the vision-language pre-training model to guide the
image generation process of the GAN model. Specifically, the method involves two stages: image
reconstruction by multi-domain VQGAN and text-guided image generation through WenLan.
This paper introduces the two processes in two sections, and this section mainly presents the
design and implementation of multi-domain VQGAN in the first stage.

In the previous text-to-image work, many models are faced with the following problems:
(1) massive image-text pair data should be collected as datasets, which is costly; (2) the model
can only take effect in a specific limited domain and is ineffective in multi-domain image
generation, and it can hardly generate high resolution images. Therefore, we use the improved
multi-domain VQGAN to generate images. The merit of such an effort is that we do not need
matched pairs of images and text in the training process but only need separate images. Hence,
the dataset construction overhead is greatly relieved. The improved multi-domain VQGAN can
receive training datasets from multiple domains and generate images of multiple domains, and
the image quality and resolution will be improved.
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The purpose of GANs is to enable the data distribution of generated samples to fit that of
real samples through adversarial training of the generator and discriminator and thereby obtain
data that can be confused with real data[48]. Similar to VQVAE[8], VQGAN can learn an effective
codebook. During image generation, the feature map is first initialized randomly and quantified
in the codebook. After that, the decoder is applied. We can generate a more realistic image.
However, even for the same kind of art form, there are many different classes and styles. For
example, traditional Chinese paintings can be divided into ink wash painting, colored painting,
paintings drawn with plain lines, etc., which are defined as “domain” in this paper. If the images
belonging to the same art form but different domains are mixed to train the generative model, we
cannot control the domain of the generated image. If the images of different domains are taken
as the datasets of different models, there will be too many final models and model overfitting
caused by the small datasets. Therefore, inspired by StarGAN v2[49], we adopt a branching
method similar to it to share and branch the three important parts of VQGAN, i.e., encoder,
codebook, and decoder, to different degrees so that the same model can be used to generate
Chinese paintings from different domains.

Specifically, the model structure of VQGAN is divided into encoder, codebook, decoder,
and discriminator. The multi-domain VQGAN proposed in this paper is composed of a k-domain
encoder, a k-domain codebook, a k-domain decoder, and a discriminator. For k = 1, the multi-
domain VQGAN is the same as the original VQGAN model. For k > 1, the down-sampling
network will be shared by multiple domains for the k-domain encoder, and the rest will be the
unique output branch of each domain. Like the encoder, the decoder will share the up-sampling
network, and the rest will be the unique input branch of each domain. The codebook as a whole
is independently owned by each domain. It is found that appropriate sharing of a certain number
of networks in multi-domain training can mutually reinforce the quality, diversity, and relevance
of text. In Section 5, we compare the generation effects of different combinations of the three
components in detail.

The network structure and training process of multi-domain VQGAN are shown in Figure 4.
For example, when k = 2, the domains of images are distinguished by simple labeling during
the construction of the image datasets, and then the data of the two domains are mixed. During
training, the same batch of data may contain data from two domains. After they pass the shared
up-sampling network, they select the branch to enter according to the label of the domain to
obtain the final high-resolution reconstructed images through the unified up-sampling process.

4 WenLan-guided Text-to-Chinese Painting
Although the multi-domain VQGAN model can generate images of different styles after

training, its received input is random low-dimensional noise, and the generated results are
also completely random images. Therefore, this paper introduces the Chinese multimodal pre-
training model WenLan to receive Chinese text input to guide image generation process with
text information.

As the largest Chinese multimodal general pre-training model at present, WenLan has
achieved excellent performance in both accuracy and retrieval speed in the mutual retrieval task
of images and text. It has a strong multimodal semantic understanding ability and can well
bridge Chinese text and images. Its proposed BriVL model uses a double-tower structure as
model architecture, and comparative learning is introduced into the double-tower structure of
BriVL. WenLan uses independent language and visual encoders to extract the feature vectors of
language and visual input, respectively, and trains and aligns the two vectors in the comparative
learning module. The double-tower structure allows us to replace the encoder module with the
latest single-mode pre-training model, thus enhancing the effectiveness of the model. For a
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1

Figure 4 Network structure of multi-domain VQGAN

given text–image pair, BriVL uses both the visual mode and the language mode to construct the
negative samples of the pair and expands the number of negative samples according to the idea of
MoCo, thus improving the effectiveness of the neural network. Due to WenLan’s double-tower
structure, the pre-trained WenLan model can extract features from images and text separately,
which is convenient for actual deployment and use. In addition, WenLan relaxes the strong data
association assumption between multiple modes, and thus the abstract and flexible semantic
associations can be used. This assumption of a “weak correlation” is more common in real life,
which makes the generalization ability of the model stronger and also makes it possible for this
paper to use more freehand and abstract poetry to generate images.

Up to now, WenLan has released two versions. Compared with WenLan 1.0[10], which
uses 30 million image–text pairs to train its dataset, WenLan 2.0[11] uses 650 million weakly
correlated image–text pairs from the Internet as its dataset, which has a stronger generalization
ability. Additionally, WenLan 2.0 removes the target detector used in WenLan 1.0 which is
an image–text matching model independent of the object detection results, thus reducing the
computational overhead. Hence, it is more suitable for applications in the actual industry.
Practical applications show that WenLan 2.0 has an intuitive understanding ability for some
abstract concepts, such as “nature”, which is understood as vast vegetation; for “time”, its
figurative understanding is a clock. Its understanding of some proverbs and phrases is also
appropriate. Therefore, this paper uses WenLan 2.0 to guide the generation process of VQGAN,
as shown in Figure 5. WenLan 2.0 is composed of an image encoder and a text encoder, where the
image encoder takes EfficientNet[50] as the visual backbone network, and the text encoder takes
RoBERTa-Large[51] as the textual backbone network. Upon the output of the above-mentioned
backbone model, BriVL stacks four layers of Transformer[7] to obtain 2560-dimensional visual
and text features and applies the loss function InfoNCE[52] to align the text features with the
image features.

In image generation, a feature map is first initialized at random, and then the codebook
of the corresponding domain is used for quantification according to the input domain label to
obtain the quantified feature map. After that, a random image is generated when it is processed
by the decoder of the corresponding domain, and the generated image is input into the image
encoder of the WenLan model to obtain the image features. At the same time, the input text
is input into the text encoder of the WenLan model to obtain the text features. Finally, the
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Figure 5 WenLan-guided multi-domain VQGAN for image generation

similarity between image features and text features is calculated as the loss function, and the
random low-dimensional noise input into the VQGAN is continuously updated through gradient
backpropagation to minimize the loss. In this way, the semantics of the generated image is
gradually made consistent with the semantics of the text. A domain is taken as an example
for explanation, as shown in Figure 5. When WenLan 2.0 guides the image generation process
of VQGAN, the forward propagation process is as follows. (1) The feature map of the latent
space is randomly initialized and quantified with the codebook of the corresponding domain to
obtain the quantified feature map. (2) The quantified feature of the latent space passes through
the decoder of the corresponding domain to generate an image. (3) The feature vector of the
generated image is obtained through the image encoder of WenLan 2.0, and the feature vector
of the input text is obtained through the text encoder of WenLan 2.0. (4) The cosine similarity
between image feature vector and text feature vector is calculated, and the distance between them
is measured as a loss function. In the back propagation process (dotted arrows), the gradient
propagates through WenLan 2.0 and VQGAN to the random feature map of the latent space
and updates it through the gradient descent method. In this way, the semantics of the generated
image is closer to the semantics of the input text description.

5 Experimental Analysis
5.1 Experimental data

The image datasets used in this paper mainly include ink wash paintings and colored
paintings.

Colored paintings. The dataset of colored paintings is self-constructed. A total of
7,000 original colored paintings through multiple channels, such as the Internet and WeChat
subscriptions, were collected and processed, which took a lot of time. First, non-landscape and
low-quality paintings were manually filtered out. Second, the centers of paintings were manually
cut out, and the prefaces and postscripts were removed. Third, the centers of the paintings were
cut, and the textual information such as inscriptions was removed. Fourth, each painting was cut
into multiple square paintings according to its shortest edge, and its resolution was adjusted to
512×512. In a word, the final number of colored paintings is 2,925. Figure 6 shows the colored
painting dataset constructed in this paper.
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Ink wash painting. The dataset of ink wash paintings contains 2,811 images with a
resolution of 512×512. The source is mainly divided into two parts. One part is from the dataset
published by Xue[53], whose data comes from open-access museums and galleries including the
Freer Gallery of Art of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Asian Art, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Princeton University Art Museum, and the Harvard Art Museums. The
dataset has been manually filtered and cut by the creator and was filtered again in this study, and
finally, a total of 1,979 paintings with a resolution of 512×512 were obtained. Another part of
the ink wash painting dataset is the high-resolution paintings we collected on the Internet. The
paintings were mainly created in the Tang, Ming, and Qing dynasties. After manual filtering,
textual information removal, and cutting, a total of 832 images with a resolution of 512×512
were obtained. Figure 7 shows some samples of the ink wash painting dataset used in this paper.
The first row of paintings is from the public data set, and the second row is from the dataset
constructed in this paper.

Figure 6 Samples of colored painting dataset

Figure 7 Samples of ink wash painting dataset

5.2 Evaluation indexes
A quantitative analysis of image quality and image-text alignment was made. In addition,

a survey of users’ subjective evaluation was conducted to obtain users’ evaluations for the
generated results, which was the qualitative analysis of this work.
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Analysis of image quality. The FID index[54] was employed to evaluate the image
quality. FID is a score calculation method based on the Inception network, an image classifier
trained by the ImageNet dataset. In the calculation of the FID index, the last pooling layer
of the pre-training Inception v3[55] was removed to extract the image features, and then the
distance between the real image distribution and the generated image distribution was measured.
Assuming that the obtained image features follow the multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution,
the distance between the two distributions can be calculated by the mean and covariance matrices.
Eq. (3) gives the FID between the real data and the generated data, where (µr,

∑
r) is the mean

and covariance of the distribution of features extracted from the real image, and (µg,
∑

g) is
the mean and covariance of the distribution of features extracted from the generated image.

FID = ∥µr − µg∥22 +Tr

(∑
r +

∑
g − 2

(∑
r
∑

g
)1/2

)
(3)

FID represents the distance between the feature vector of the generated image and the
feature vector of the real image. A closer distance corresponds to a smaller FID and a better
effect of the generative model. In other words, the generated image has higher definition and
rich diversity.

Image and text alignment. The capability to generate a real image is only one aspect of
the evaluation of the text-to-image model. Another important aspect is to evaluate the semantic
alignment between the text description and the generated image. Therefore, the R-precision
index[4] was adopted in this paper, whose principle is to sort the retrieval results between the
features of the generated image and the text features and thus measure the visual semantic
similarity between the text description and the generated image. The cosine similarity between
the feature of each generated image and each text feature in the text set was calculated, and the
text were sorted in descending order of similarity. If the real text used to generate the image was
on the top R, the generated images would be considered successful.

Users study. The FID index can make a quantitative evaluation of image quality and
image diversity, while the R-precision index can well evaluate the similarity between images
and text. However, FID and R-precision are not comprehensive in the evaluation dimension.
Therefore, the subjective evaluation by users was introduced in this study, which could present
qualitative evaluations of experimental results in multiple dimensions such as object fidelity,
image interpretability, and common sense[55]. The subjective evaluation of users could be
obtained as follows: the generative model was used to generate a certain number of images from
a certain number of randomly sampled text, and then the text and the corresponding generated
images were provided to users to select the best image or sort them.

5.3 Ablation experiment
Multiple combination methods were designed to fully explore the impact of the k-domain

encoder, k-domain codebook, and k-domain decoder on the final generation effect, and they
were trained on two datasets with the same parameters. FID and R-precision indexes were
obtained through tests.

Experimental design. Eight network structures were designed in this section: the original
VQGAN structure, namely that the encoder, codebook, and decoder were all one-domain; only
one of the encoder, codebook, and decoder was replaced with a two-domain structure, and the
rest were one-domain; two of the encoder, codebook, and decoder were replaced with two-
domain structures, and the left one was kept in the original VQGAN structure; the encoder,
codebook, and decoder were all replaced with a two-domain structure. See Table 1 for the
specific deployment of the model.
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The ink wash painting and colored painting, two domains, were taken as the dataset to
train the model, and the following indexes were all calculated in the two domains separately.
Two hundred lines from Chinese poetry were collected, one hundred of which were randomly
selected for image generation. Five images were generated for each line, and thus 500 images
were obtained to form a test set of generated images. Samples of the line set are displayed in
Table 2.

Table 1 Eight model combinations

Model
Encoder with
a two-domain

structure

Codebook with
a two-domain

structure

Decoder with
a two-domain

structure
Original VQGAN model × × ×

Two-domain encoder
√

× ×
Two-domain codebook ×

√
×

Two-domain decoder × ×
√

Two-domain encoder and decoder
√

×
√

Two-domain encoder and codebook
√ √

×
Two-domain codebook and decoder ×

√ √

Complete model
√ √ √

Table 2 Lines of poems used for image generation
No. Line of poems

Text 0 The sun beyond the mountain bows. The Yellow River seawards flows.
Text 1 But where’s this Fragrance Temple, where’s it, though? I’ve soon been plunged in the

maze of cloudy peaks!
Text 2 At the eastern city gate of Luntai I shall see you off.

The road ahead along Tianshan Mountains is heavy with snow.
Text 3 It’s just like a whole river full of eastward flow in spring.

FID calculation. To calculate the FID index, the real image set used the training set,
and the generated image set used the generated 500 images. The features of the two data sets
were extracted by the Inception-v3 network, and each image had a 2048-dimensional vector.
After that, the FID was calculated by Eq. (3).

Retrieval recall experiment. The generated images were utilized to recall their corre-
sponding text descriptions during the calculation of the R-precision. Specifically, the generated
500 images were used to retrieve the 200 lines of poems. First, WenLan 1.0 and WenLan 2.0
were used to extract the features of all the generated images and all the text separately. Then, the
cosine similarity between the feature vectors of each generated image and all the text features
was calculated. Finally, the candidate text descriptions of each image were ranked in descending
order of similarity, and the most similar text was used to calculate the R-precision index. In
other words, only when the real text corresponding to the image ranks first in the similarity
ranking can the text recall be considered successful.

The models in this paper all operated for 300 rounds under the same setting of hyperparam-
eters. The parameter quantity of each part of the model is shown in Table 3. It can be seen that
when the complete model of two domains is applied, the parameter quantity is saved by about
24M compared with that of the two original VQGAN models. When the number of domains
increases, the saving effect of the parameter quantity becomes more significant, which greatly
reduces the demand for hardware and improves the training efficiency.

The encoder, codebook, and decoder of the two domains were trained separately according to
the eight combinations shown in Table 1, and the FID and R-precision indexes were calculated.
See Table 4 for the specific experimental results. When the datasets of the two domains are
used to train the original VQGAN model separately, the FID value is low, which means that
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Table 3 Parameter quantity for each part of the model
Domain Encoder (M) Codebook (k) Decoder (M)

One-domain 29.3 262 42.4
Two-domain 41.1 524 54.3

the quality of the generated image is good. Under WenLan 1.0 or WenLan 2.0, the R-precision
index is almost the lowest of all models; however, when a two-domain encoder or a two-domain
decoder is added (Rows 2 and 4 in Table 4), the R-precision index is significantly improved.
This shows that during the joint training of the datasets of the two domains, the datasets of the
two domains can help each other and enrich their respective image objects thanks to the shared
network when a two-domain encoder or a two-domain decoder is used. For example, when the
input text is the Yellow River, if there is no river in the dataset of colored paintings, the image
of the Yellow River cannot be generated by the original VQGAN model. Once the two datasets
are jointly trained due to the partially shared network, the Yellow River or river information in
ink wash paintings can be used for reference to improve the semantic consistency between the
generated image and the input text in the two domains. However, when a two-domain encoder or
two-domain decoder is used alone, the distribution of the two datasets affects each other because
the proportion of the shared network is too large (for example, in the case of a two-domain
encoder, the encoder’s down-sampling network, codebook, and decoder will be shared), which
results in a high FID index. When the two-domain codebook is used alone (Row 3 of Table 4),
the FID value is the highest among the eight models, and the R-precision index is the lowest
among the seven models that use the two-domain components. This indicates that the two
datasets can hardly help each other when the two-domain codebook is used alone, which leads
to the confusing distribution of each domain. When only the two-domain decoder is missing
(Row 6 of Table 4), the FID value is large, which means that the decoder plays a pivotal role in
distinguishing the distributions of different domains when generating images. In Rows 2–4 of
Table 4, only the two-domain decoder is used, and the FID value is lower than that under only
a two-domain encoder or a two-domain decoder, which also demonstrates the above conclusion.
In the fifth row of Table 4, only the two-domain codebook is missing, which leads to a low
R-precision index. This means that each domain has an independent codebook during image
generation, which indeed helps improve the semantic consistency between text and images.
When the complete model is applied, namely, the network structure shown in Figure 4, both
the FID value and the R-precision index have achieved optimal results. This indicates that the
datasets of the two domains can be well combined for training to improve the generation quality
and effect of each domain.

Table 4 Comparison of experimental results under different model combinations

Model Ink wash painting Colored painting
FID R-precision W2 R-precision W1 FID R-precision W2 R-precision W1

Original VQGAN model 138.845 0.656 0.162 88.226 0.450 0.104
Two-domain encoder 160.277 0.812 0.202 93.120 0.788 0.202

Two-domain codebook 164.789 0.660 0.168 105.573 0.684 0.158
Two-domain decoder 154.890 0.780 0.168 89.793 0.768 0.194

Two-domain encoder and
decoder

139.007 0.668 0.158 90.368 0.754 0.178

Two-domain encoder and
codebook

160.540 0.758 0.230 96.323 0.796 0.220

Two-domain codebook
and decoder

145.027 0.778 0.210 90.946 0.778 0.178

Complete model 136.032 0.872 0.236 87.780 0.818 0.238

Colored paintings were taken as examples for a more intuitive comparison of the impact
of different combinations of the two-domain encoder, codebook, and decoder on the generated
results. Figure 8 shows the results generated by the lines in Table 2 under different models. It
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Figure 8 Generated images of multi-domain VQGAN under different branches

can be seen that the quality of the images generated by the original VQGAN model (the first
column of Figure 8) is good, but the quality of those generated by the complete multi-domain
VQGAN model is better in terms of color and object richness. In the case of Text 0, i.e., “The
sun beyond the mountain bows. The Yellow River seawards flows”, and Text 3, i.e., “It’s just
like a whole river full of eastward flow in spring”, “flow in spring” and “Yellow River” in the
images generated by the complete VQGAN model are clearer. The surge of the Yellow River
and the momentum of the eastward flow in spring can be felt more deeply, and the descriptions
of waves and water patterns are more obvious and detailed. In the case of text 0 and 2, the
complete VQGAN model can also give more detailed descriptions of “(the sun) bowing beyond
the mountain” and “Tianshan Mountains”. However, in the images generated by the original
model (Rows 1 and 3 of the first column in Figure 8), the shape of the mountains can hardly
be seen. In the images generated by the models with some two-domain components (Columns
2–7 in Figure 8), the generation effect is the worst when only the two-domain codebook is used
(Column 3 in Figure 8) while the generation effect is greatly improved under the two-domain
encoder and the two-domain decoder (Column 5 in Figure 8). The result conforms to the above
conclusions obtained from Table 4.

5.4 Users study
The subjective evaluation of users is introduced in this section to better evaluate the effect of

the models using lines of poems to generate multi-domain traditional Chinese paintings. Sixty
lines of poems were randomly selected from each of the two domains of ink wash paintings and
colored paintings. For each line, eight models in Table 1 were employed to generate an image
separately. The serial numbers of the generated images were mixed up to ensure the fairness
of the experiment. Seven volunteers chose (1) the image closest to a real picture and (2) the
image most relevant to the text description from the eight generated images. The experimental
results are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that the generation effect of the complete model is
better than that of other models; the effect of the original VQGAN model and that only using a
two-domain decoder is good, while the model only using the two-domain codebook (Row 3 of
Table 5) and that using the two-domain encoder and codebook (Row 6 of Table 5) demonstrate
the worst effect. In short, these conclusions are consistent with the conclusions obtained in the
previous section.
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Table 5 Experimental results of user study (%)

Model Ink wash painting Colored painting
Authenticity Semantic correlation Average Authenticity Semantic correlation Average

Original VQGAN model 20.34 17.97 19.15 19.66 19.32 19.49
Two-domain encoder 7.12 10.84 9.98 4.40 7.45 8.12

Two-domain codebook 4.06 5.08 4.57 3.72 4.73 4.22
Two-domain decoder 13.22 13.90 13.56 14.57 14.23 14.40

Two-domain encoder and
decoder

12.20 10.84 11.52 14.23 11.18 12.71

Two-domain encoder and
codebook

4.41 8.14 6.27 3.38 7.45 5.41

Two-domain codebook and
decoder

12.20 10.17 11.19 11.52 10.16 10.84

Complete model 26.44 23.05 24.75 28.47 25.42 26.95

5.5 Qualitative analysis
The generated ink wash paintings and colored paintings by the multi-domain VQGAN

combined with WenLan 2.0 (1,000 iterations) were given to intuitively present the effect of the
proposed model, and the ink wash paintings generated by the CogView (online demo) were
also presented. The comparison results are shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. It can be seen that
the results generated by the CogView are relatively simple and are inferior to the results of the
proposed model in terms of color, object richness, description details, and semantic relevance.
All in all, the generation results of the proposed model have a stronger visual impact and better
semantic consistency between text and images.

The method proposed in this paper used a Tesla V100-PCIE-32 GB GPU, and the number
of iterations was set to 1,000. The resolution of generated images was 256×256, and the
average time to generate each image was about 213.206 s. Under the same hardware conditions,
the method described in DALL-E[5] was reproduced, and the model parameters were also set
as described in the paper. In addition, it took 569.482 s on average to generate an image of
256×256. It can be seen that the model proposed in this paper is also better in generation
efficiency.

6 Summary
Using text descriptions to generate images is a highly challenging task. This paper proposed

a text-to-Chinese painting method based on multi-domain VQGAN. The current text-to-image
tasks are mostly based on English text, and the generated images have limited domains; the
generative method requires massive labeled image–text pairs for training. Considering these
problems, this paper proposed to generate multi-domain images with multi-domain VQGAN and
used text to guide the generation process of multi-domain VQGAN combined with WenLan. It
makes it possible to use Chinese poems to generate multi-domain Chinese paintings. This study
performed the ablation experiments, users study, and the comparison of the images generated
by this method with the images generated by CogView. It is fully verified that the method
proposed in this paper can better generate high-resolution Chinese paintings according to the
text semantics.
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Text Multi-domain VQGAN: Ink
wash painting

Multi-domain VQGAN:
Colored painting CogView: Ink wash painting

The sun
beyond the
mountain
bows. The

Yellow
River

seawards
flows.

Clouds are
worth

nothing
except those

over the
mount of

Wu.

Snowy and
cold

mountains.

The Yellow
River rises
as high as

white
clouds.

Mountain
peaks stand
silent as I

linger in the
slanting sun.

Figure 9 Comparison of generation results of multi-domain VQGAN and CogView (I)
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Text Multi-domain VQGAN: Ink
wash painting

Multi-domain VQGAN:
Colored painting CogView: Ink wash painting

The Yellow
River comes

from the
sky, rushing
into the sea
and never

come back.

With
monkey’s
sad adieus

the
riverbanks

are loud; my
skiff has left
ten thousand
mountains
far away.

At the
eastern city

gate of
Luntai I

shall see you
off. Theroad
ahead along

Tianshan
Mountains
is heavy

with snow.

The end of
the open

grassland is
the

Mountains
of spring.

Far off
hangs

cataract, a
stream

upended.

Figure 10 Comparison of generation results of multi-domain VQGAN and CogView (II)
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Text Multi-domain VQGAN: Ink
wash painting

Multi-domain VQGAN:
Colored painting CogView: Ink wash painting

Attics in the
clouds.

The waters
quietly ebb
and flow.
The island
mountains

skyward go.

Leaving at
dawn the

White
Emperor
crowned

with cloud,
I’ve sailed a
thousand li

through
canyons in a

day.

The tide has
leveled the
sand road,
The green
mountains

in the
distance are

endless.

Figure 11 Comparison of generation results of multi-domain VQGAN and CogView (III)
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